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distributed or modified for re-use in other
publications provided suitable attribution is made.

The Artful Boozer

A

rriving in Walsall on a grey and drizzly November day, the obvious question is, why?
Blame the Guardian, which awarded five stars to an exhibition in the town’s New Art
Gallery. And I’m no art bod, but I think I agree – the Mat Collishaw exhibition has some
excellent stuff, including a magnificent zoetrope (a sort of 3D What-The-Butler-Saw) representing the Massacre of the Innocents. Highly recommended, it’s free and runs until 10th
January. But in any case, had the exhibition been a load of pretentious nonsense, there always
was a back-up plan – a tour of some Walsall boozers!
A dodge through the drizzle brings me first to the Lyndon House Hotel. It’s a comfy place,
with the central beams-and-stained-glass bar providing a focal point. Nothing particularly
exotic on the seven pulls, so it’s a good ol’ Bathams Bitter to kick off with.
What a different picture just round the corner at the
Black Country Arms (pictured right), with 14 ales
available, plenty of choice for both the adventurous
and the staid. Two halves are in top nick: Small World
Autumn Bank is fragrantly hoppy, while Mallinsons
Back To Back is beefier with resiny hoppiness and
more malt. The multi-level interior certainly has a
touch of cosy elegance, yet the prices for both beer and
food are good.
Next up, in order to catch their lunchtime session, is
the Fountain Inn. This simple two-room pub is Backyard’s brewery tap, offering the unusual
sight of seven of their beers on tap, all at very keen prices (from £2.40 up). The Oatmeal
Stout is a first, and proves to be pleasantly sweet and silky, with a roasty edge.
A shortish walk north past the ring road leads to the Butts Tavern, a plain looking streetcorner local, sprawling inside with a friendly welcome and four hand pulls. The Enville Ale
comes up trumps with its usual honeyed sweetness. With screens showing horse racing from
different tracks and a hotline to the bookies, it’s easy see the sporting preferences here.
Heading west leads to the Pretty Bricks, left, a cracking little
side-street pub. At the front is a cosy little bar with a fragrant
open fire, and a comfortable small lounge to the rear. It looks
fairly original inside, though the bar has clearly been altered over
time, as it’s now distant from the old off-sales window. It’s
worth taking a look at the photos in the bar, showing the campaigners from the 1970s who were instrumental in setting up
CAMRA nationally, from an era when then-owners Ansells were
trying to foist keg beers onto the local resistance fighters! The
ten ales on the bar highlight how successful they were, and both
Beowulf Dragon Smoke Stout and Coastal Hopnotic were in suitably good condition.
Further to the west is the Rose & Crown, an imposing Grade II-listed building dating from
1901. I arrive in the middle of an existential crisis, as the cellar power is out and the lager and
creamflow drinkers are undergoing withdrawal symptoms. The hand pulled ale is, of course,
still going, and the Provenance München is quite good even though it’s a Hydes beer. I go for
it despite it being recommended by a Carling drinker, who is amazed that it actually tastes of
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Food
Mon-Thu: 12-2, 6-9.30
Fri-Sat: 12-9.30
Sunday: 12-8

Tim and Sue
welcome you to ...

Bar
Mon-Thu: 12-3, 6-11
Fri/Sat/Sun: 12-11

Main Road, Baxterley
Warwickshire CV9 2LE
www.roseinnbaxterley.com
01827 713939

Good Beer Guide regular with four Cask Marque accredited real ales
Menu featuring local produce and homemade favourites, vegetarian
specials, and Frank Parker’s finest Scotch beef
Sunday carvery 12 to 6pm
Function room for conferences, weddings and special occasions
Skittle alley
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The Artful Boozer cont.
something. For a moment I imagine I’m witnessing a Damascene conversion, but then reality
kicks in – you have to suspect he’ll be straight back on the fizz as soon as the cellar sparky
has done his bit.
Sadly, the Rose & Crown is under threat, as the place is up for auction soon. If owners Black
Country Ales (who successfully run both the Black Country Arms and Pretty Bricks) can’t
make this pub work, then we could be looking at another closure. There is a commitment to
run the pub under its present management until Christmas, so a visit over the festive period is
in order if you want what might be a last look.
A final trudge back into town then, to visit the lateropening Wheatsheaf, pictured right. The place is just
starting to fill up for steak night, and a quick peek at the
menu reveals why – a variety of steaks are available at
good prices, in sizes ranging from normal to Mr Creosote. I sidestep the diners and the regular ales from
Holdens and Wye Valley, and instead go for the guests.
Indian IPA is a fairly ordinary strong bitter, while the
Fownes Goat Rider is interesting but for the wrong reasons. It’s badged as a pumpkin ale, but any pumpkin
that might be lurking has been blown away by cinnamony spicing. Halloween has a lot to answer for …

A New Millenium

N

ovember brought with it an early Christmas present: the welcome news that our
CAMRA branch has topped 1,000 members for the first time in its history, part of the
seemingly inexorable rise in CAMRA membership nationwide. Will total membership top
200,000 at some point? We don’t know but it’s not looking impossible! Back in December
2005, our branch had a total membership of 350, so our numbers have nearly tripled over the
last ten years. Of course, much of the increase can be attributed to the annual voucher offering from JD Wetherspoon – it would be naïve to think that all new members are evangelical
about the cause. But it does mean that those new members are keen on real beer – surely a
good thing in itself!
What of the branch? It overlaps three county
areas; as depicted in the adjoining graphic,
most of our members are based in Staffordshire, followed by the West Midlands and then
Warwickshire. The lower sub-graphic shows
how our area – around 190 square miles in
total – is split between the county areas. The
upper sub-graphic shows the split of pubs in a
similar fashion. As we have nearly 220 pubs in
our area, this means we have roughly one pub
per square mile!
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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Loughborough Libations

Loughborough Libations cont.

n a fine autumn morning and with the prospect of a sunny weekend, it was the ideal
motivation for a cycling trip to a beery destination. Loughborough was chosen for an
overnight stay and to check out some local pubs of note. On arrival the Tap & Mallet was
the first stop. It has a large single room adorned with framed beer poster advertising and mirrors. There are also some interesting photos of various Loughborough pubs, shops and street
scenes of old, as well as a selection of vintage board games. Of the limited beer choice, Abbeydale Masquerade which is dry hopped with Citra was floral and flavoursome and a good
beer to start with.
The White Hart has a fairly modern one-roomed interior with some old framed beer related
adverts and several prints on the walls. Here there was a good selection of six ales. Two of
these were from a Loughborough brewery, Charnwood and were my choices which did not
disappoint. Salutation was pale and malty with a good hop balance. This was followed by
IPA, an amber-hued US-style ale with a piney, resiny hoppiness and a firm malt backbone.
Delicious! The benchmark beer for this trip. The pub also has an interesting Mediterranean
style menu and a selection of good value substantial door stop sandwiches.
Next was a JD Wetherspoon, the Moon & Bell where
Darkstar Hophead was enjoyed. Loughborough is home
to the world’s largest working bell foundry, Taylor’s,
dating from the 14th century. Here the Great Bell for St
Paul’s Cathedral in London weighing 17 tonnes was cast
in 1881. It has been continuously rung daily at 1pm every
day since then!
En route to the next destination, an impressive art deco
style pub, the Blacksmith’s Arms (pictured right) caught
my eye, but sadly the beer choice was not as impressive as the exterior of the building. In the
Generous Briton there were seven ales to choose from with a Posh Blonde from Oldershaw
hitting the mark. This two-roomed corner pub has a basic bar with wood and tile flooring and
dark wood panelling on the walls. The adjoining room has a tile floor, brighter décor and
various old-fashioned beer adages on the walls along with some colourful Volkswagen
camper van wallpaper adorning one wall.
Nearby is the Paget Arms (pictured left), a fine brick-built
corner pub which also has a traditional two-roomed interior.
One room has wooden floors, basic wooden benches and
tables with sporting memorabilia adorning the walls. The
other room also has a wooden floor with more comfy seating and breweriana including an old pub sign on its walls.
There are another three metalled old pub signs displayed in
the corridor which joins the two rooms. This is a Steaming
Billy establishment which had two of their own beers on
plus two guests. Their Fisherman’s Tipple was a grainy brew with a light bitter finish.
Heading back towards the town centre I arrived at the Swan in the Rushes, a traditional
multi-roomed pub with a good choice of ales. The Quarterstaff Stout from Lincoln Green
was a dark, rich, smoky ale. To complement the beers a selection of around twelve exotic

artisan pies were available as well as some sausage rolls. Opposite is another JDW, the Amber Rooms where Black Knight was sampled, a beer made at Adnams by a Czech brewer, as
part of the JDW International Showcase range. It was dark and rich with a toffee-ish maltiness and a roast barley bitter finish.

O
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It was time to visit the final pub, the Organ Grinder, a Blue Monkey establishment (pictured right) which had eight of their own
beers on tap. Right Turn Clyde, obviously named after the amiable
orang-utan who featured in the humorous film, Every Which Way
But Loose starring Clint Eastwood (in which it could be argued that
Clyde was the bigger star). The beer had a floral hoppiness with
orange notes. The Infinity had tropical fruit aromas and flavours
with a dry bitter finale and signalled the end of another enjoyable
ale odyssey.
Eric Randall
Want to rate the quality of ale in your
local or other pubs on our patch?
Keep us informed via

www.whatpub.com/login

A Lichfield Oasis of
Eating & Drinking
All the staff wish our
customers a happy
Christmas and
a prosperous
New Year!
55 Wade Street
Lichfield
Staffordshire
WS13 6HL

Offering a wide variety of
beers including real ales
and English ciders
All the major sports on our
widescreen TVs
Serving breakfast, lunch
and dinner using only the
finest quality, locally
sourced ingredients
Mulled wines and mulled
ciders
Two and three course
Christmas menu available
from 1st December
Live music every Friday in
December, free of charge

info@themaltbarlichfield.co.uk
www.themaltbarlichfield.co.uk 01543 415 524
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Messin’ in Hessen

R

egular readers of our rag will be aware that Tamworth has a cordial and active relationship with Bad Laasphe, its twin town in Germany. People go back and forth, usually
accompanied by beer in both directions, to say nothing of the beer drank at either end! This
year’s reciprocal visits had a firefighter theme, with members of each town’s fire services
involved in the visits. It’s notable that the Bad Laasphe fire service is a voluntary one, a common arrangement in many areas of Germany. This year’s main visit saw around 40 people
from Tamworth making their way to this beautiful German town, and as ever the hospitality
was marvellously impressive – an excellent weekend enjoyed by all.

The
Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Sperrin ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

The true beer-geek hardcases – two of us at any rate! – decided to fly out early to Frankfurt
for a few days of beer tourism in the surrounding state of Hessen. We found many worthy
drinking towns (honourable mention to Darmstadt and baroque Fulda) but the highlight was
easily the pretty little town of Michelstadt, home to three breweries.
We started first at Rathausbräu, which sits in a
pleasant little square, pictured right. The place is both
distillery and brewpub, with the copper brewing vessels on display in the main room. The standard offerings are Pils and Weizen, plus the Märzen which we
kicked off with. It was a good starter, chewily grainy
and bready, very easy to drink. We led on with the
Oktober; this had the gentle toffee edge of the Octoberfest style but without the overdone sweetness that
some examples have. The fruity, citrusy hoppiness
was also unusual – a very commendable brew.

Three pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £6.50
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £6.50
Thursdays:
Roast night, £5.50

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)

Next up was Daumbräu, on the edge of town, with the clever
logo, left, based on the owner’s name and Daumen meaning thumb
in German. We caught them at a bad time, as unusually they had
only a Pils on offer, compared to the usual three or so choices.
Owner Ralf was apologetic but sat down with us to quiz us about
our beer travels. The Pils was unfiltered and pleasantly hoppy,
though our enjoyment was somewhat marred by the stifling atmosphere of the tiny tap, which allowed smoking. It was a nauseous
reminder of what things were like before the UK bans.
Final stop on the way back to the station was Zum Deutschen Haus, right, the tap for the
nearby Dörr brewery. The pub is clearly an old coaching
inn, observable from its large central entrance arch,
though the interior is trad-style modern (a common German habit – original exteriors are cherished, but authentic, aged interiors are a rare find). Still, we’re here for
the beer, so Pils is chosen from the other regulars of
Dunkel and Weizen. It’s a good choice, and goes down
well with the hearty food that we order. Nearly replete,
we finish off with the excellent pale coloured Bockbier,
a good 6.5% way of sending us packing for the train!
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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Tanks For The Tip

T

he forecast of a gloriously sunny Sunday provoked an impromptu bit of wanderlust – but
where to go? A recent tip on Gloucester (thanks Rich!) came to mind, and a quick trawl
on the web threw up a slew of last-minute prices for hotel rooms. So letting the train take the
strain, I started my Gloucester roster shortly after noon.
An extremely pleasant walk through the city centre leads
down to the historic docks area, now largely reinvented
as a trendy drinking and dining zone without destroying
the Victorian feel of the quays. And it is here that
Gloucester Brewery have set up their tap, Tank, pictured
right. Formerly a stable block, the place fits in with the
area’s style of warehouse-chic: bare brick walls and
floors, exposed air-conditioning ducts, and those hard
metal seats which might look retro-cool but are literally a
pain in the arse. There are some comfortable seats – go rushing for the cushioning!
Around six ales are on the hand pulls. Gold looks to be the entry level bitter, golden with an
easy-drinking balance of sweetness and bitterness. Dockside Dark was the polar opposite: a
steamingly juicy beer, black, roasty and lush, and in hindsight this would have been better at
the end. Sorachi Red had a nice hint of rye, but didn’t really showcase the Sorachi hop very
well. The same could be said of the following two: Cascade was a surprisingly amber brew
which lacked the perfumy hoppiness you’d expect, while Citra was pleasantly full and fruity
but clearly lacking the hop dosage (overload?) of the Oakham equivalent.

CHURCH ST
CHASETOWN
01543 677852 and
01543 674853

Five hand pulls, over 300 regularly changing beers per
year. Three ciders—scrumpy on hand pull
70+ malt whiskies, 24 fruit wines, bar billiards
Meals served in bar, lounge or Hayloft Restaurant
Dogs are welcome in the bar

There’s a little pilot brewery in the corner of the pub, and this had been used for one of the
keg beers, Blueberry & Banana IPA. Sounds daft I know, but it worked exceptionally well,
with the fruits adding a good counterpoint to the powerful hoppiness. Two other keg beers
from the brewery were also available; 1ouvelle Saison had an intelligent use of lemon and
ginger to complement the rustic Saison yeastiness, while the Vanilla Porter was truly fabulous, loads of vanilla and chocolate on the palate but a clean, dry finish to line you up for the
next sip.
It might have been Sunday, but the beer-guardian angel
was still on duty as I left Tank, drawing my attention to
an A-board advertising the Brewhouse & Kitchen just
around the corner. It turned out that this unexpected
bonus had been open only a month, and true to its
moniker it brews five house beers on the premises, on
the sizeable kit pictured left. All five beers were on
hand pull, and proved to be well kept and at the goodbut-not-exceptional end of the spectrum. The best in my view were Shed Head, a session IPA
with an unexpected edge of caramel but hoppy finish, and Propulsion, a reasonable stab at a
black IPA, if dark brown in colour.
The pleasant waterside setting and the trendy interior suggest that the place has had a fair bit
of cash thrown at it, and indeed it turns out that it’s the seventh in a chain across the southern
part of England. But the ethos seems good, with each brewpub developing its own range of
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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7 Market Street
Tamworth, B79 7LU
01827 66552
www.marketvaults-tamworth.co.uk
TamMarketVaults

Open 12 (2 Tue) - late









2 permanent Joule’s ales
Seasonal Joule’s ale
3-4 ever-changing guest ales
Ale-of-the-week £2.50/pint
Traditional interior
Cosy wood burners
Regular entertainment
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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daily (not Monday)
Quiz night 8pm Tuesdays
Open mic night Thursdays
Dog friendly
CAMRA ale discount
Secret beer garden
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

Tanks For The Tip cont.

A warm welcome from
Tracey, James, and Staff
at the Horse & Jockey

beers, and moreover doing them in cask form.
A final quayside port of call is the Lord High Constable of England, a Wetherspoon which
again is a 2015 opening, obviously cashing in on the area’s new-found fashionable status. An
acceptable choice of beers, the real draw being the waterside terrace.
So, three down and we’ve not even consulted the Good Beer Guide yet. What does the good
book have to say about the city’s boozers? A quick walk south to the Linden Tree is uninspiring – seven Wadworth’s beers (who knew they made that many?) plus Rebel Penryn Pale
Ale in take-it-back soupy condition.

Holdens Golden Glow,
Marstons Pedigree &
up to 6 guest ales

Back in the city, the approach to the Dick Whittington makes me
think I’ve been drinking (no smart comments from the back of the
class please). It’s overshadowed by St Nicholas church and its
Pisa-like leaning tower, right. If you’re brave, the beer terrace
occupies an area to the rear of the church. I stuck to the rambling,
heavily-timbered interior and the St Georges Green Dragon, a
ruby brown brew with little bitterness but compensated for with a
big grainy maltiness.

Opening times:
11.30am - 11pm every day
Sandford Street, Lichfield
WS13 6QA
Tel. 01543 410033

On the same street is the Fountain Inn, where of the six beers on
offer, a Bristol Beer Factory Independence ratchets the hops back
up again. The pub is trumpeted as a 16th century coaching inn;
you might have your doubts based on the tidy exterior, but the
beamed interior tells the story of a much older core. There’s also a
lovely carved stone fireplace, as well as a flowery courtyard which
is ideal on such a splendid day.
A short stroll around the corner gets you to the Pelican, pictured
below. It’s a lovely old basic pub, only a few minutes off the main
drag but feeling miles away from the city. The beer choices however could do with working
on, as seven out of the eight ales were from Wye Valley. Fine you might say, given that it’s a
Wye Valley pub, but as they were all golden-to-amber there was a definite lack of variety.
The single guest – Sarah Hughes Dark Ruby Mild – might be a cracking drink, but hardly the
choice for a sunny afternoon!
A few other places beckoned, though not featured in the Guide. Two Spoons are central; the
Regal is a large former cinema, while the Water Poet
has a great view of the bar as you make the inevitable
(for a JDW) climb upstairs to the toilets. Both places
had reasonable ale choices (with Cairngorm and Bespoke chosen respectively).
The final port of call simply had to be the /ew Inn –
in part because it’s probably the nation’s best surviving
mediaeval, galleried courtyard inn, but also because it
was my bargain gaff for the night! And, finishing the
day brewery-wise as I started it, a Gloucester Ankle
Tap was the call before last orders.
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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GOOD
BEER
GUIDE
2015

The Gate Inn, Nether Whitacre,
Warwickshire, B46 2DS
01675 481292
Six regular ales plus changing guests
Caravans and campers welcome
Garden with children’s play area
Free Wi-Fi
Home-cooked food using local produce

Tuesday
Steak
Night

T ry
Before
uy
Y ou B
s
le
a
on

eals
Meal D o
from tw
for £12

BAR:

Mon-Sat 12-11
Sun 12-11

FOOD: Sat 12-9
Sun 12-7
Mon-Fri 12-2.30, 6-9

Welcome from Jean, Mark and all the staff
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
We can’t be 100% sure, but it looks like the Red Even brewery of Coleshill has ceased trading, after only a couple of years. The beers were rarely seen around.
Real ale is back on in the White Lion in Atherstone, in the shape of Doom Bar; choices may
widen if there’s demand. There’s a simple good-value food menu, plus a nice beer garden.
The most northerly pub in Warwickshire, the Queens Head at Newton Regis, is under new
management. Doom Bar is their regular beer, joined by two guests. On a recent visit they
were Hobgoblin and Moorhouse’s Black Cat Reserve, a stronger, more punchy version of
their Black Cat mild. Another visit however saw Pedigree and Marston’s Help For Heroes.
The Office at Warton is always worth a look for the changing guest selections, though on
recent visits it was the Locales which took pride of place: Church End’s Hooker was superb –
aromatic, malty and hoppy, while Merry Miner Best Bitter had a delicious soft fruit tang.
The Rose at Baxterley has again been featuring some interesting guest ales. Cameron’s Thirst
Blood was not our Prime Minister arriving with a pack of hounds to flush out tax credit
claimants, but a quite creditable Halloween ale; ditto with Caledonian Bone Idol, for once a
Caley ale which didn’t taste just like all the others. Elgood’s Cambridge IPA was also commendable, citrusy without being over the top.

STAFFORDSHIRE
Note that Tamworth’s micropub, the King’s Ditch, has tweaked its opening hours, with the
new hours in the advert on page 27. The main change is to open later on Friday, and close
later on Sunday. The pub celebrated its first anniversary at the end of November, marking
this with a Blue Monkey mini festival.
The Phoenix and Penny Black in Tamworth have each started a good loyalty card scheme
for cask ale – buy seven pints to get one free, plus note that CAMRA members already get a
ten percent discount. Three to four ales in both places, offering a good range. As these are
both Stonegate pubs, it may be that other pubs in the chain are offering a similar discount
scheme; worth checking out if your local is a Stonegate pub.
Early in November the Horse & Jockey in Lichfield held its first-ever beer festival, featuring
12 ales in a marquee at the rear. Hosts Tracey and James held the event to mark six years of
trading at the pub. The pub has been a flagship for real ale in the city, encouraging the diverse scene that we have today. We congratulate Tracey and James, and look forward to another six years, but hope that it won’t be that long before they hold another beer festival!
The Feathers in Lichfield now has a house beer, Spitting Feathers. It’s a Marston’s supplied
beer, in the style of Sunbeam but at a lower ABV of 3.8%. It’s certainly a nice counterpoint
to the more traditional offerings there (Banks’s Mild and Bitter, Pedigree, Hobgoblin).

WEST MIDLANDS
Things look to be going full circle in Sutton Coldfield, with news that the Cambaz restaurant
– formerly the Cup pub many years ago – is to become a beer-led venue once again. The
Brewhouse & Kitchen group have acquired the place for a whopping £2.5m. As reported in
the Gloucester article (page 12), the B&K pubs are mostly in the south of the country, with
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2016
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Tipple Tattle cont.
each outlet operating as a standalone brewpub. Whether this northern outpost will also brew
on site is not clear yet, but even if not, it will presumably stock real ales from one of the other
pubs. One to watch.
We know that the Bishop Vesey is a star performer in our
bit of the West Midlands, but it’s another one of those
JDWs whose tenure in the Good Beer Guide appears longer
than the life of the book itself (right). We’ll have to remember a black marker pen for our next visit …
At the risk of sounding like we don’t get out much, we note
that the former Reddicap Tavern is now Pesto. As you
might guess, this is now mainly an Italian-style restaurant,
but cask ales are served in the small bar area. Theakston’s
Best Bitter is the regular, while the slowly changing guest tends to be Caledonian or Theakston’s. Caledonian Golden XPA came in at £3.80 a pint.
Offering much better value is the Calder Green (previously the Oak & Ash) at Walmley.
Ales are £2.85, dropping to £1.95 on Tuesdays. Choices aren’t exotic (Bombardier, Robinson’s Trooper and Hobgoblin Ruby on a recent visit), but they change, and the beer board
included ales from Hogs Back, Woodfordes and Harviestoun.
We’ve had good reports on the quality of the Sunbeam at the Plough & Harrow in Roughley. It’s a Marston’s house, with regular beers of Pedigree and Banks’s Bitter and Mild, plus
at least one golden beer such as Sunbeam.

Real Ales
Holdens Golden Glow
Fullers London Pride
Marstons Pedigree
+ 2 Changing Guest Ales

BEYOND THE BORDERS
Out of branch, the emphasis this issue is very firmly on micropubs, with Burton upon Trent
leading the way. As we were going to press, the Fuggle & /ugget (81 High Street) was
opening, with beers on gravity. Meanwhile, the Middle Earth micropub (in the yard of the
Midland Grain Warehouse) was progressing well, with the bar and gravity-dispense stillage
in place. This was slated for a late-November opening as well. And finally there’s a former
shop (at 95 Station Street) which has licensing and planning applications in place. The
planned name is the Last Heretic, referring to the last person in England to be burned at the
stake for heresy – who just happened to be a Burton innkeeper! If everything goes ahead as
planned, then Burton will have (including the existing Borough Arms) a very impressive
four micropubs.

g
Changin
Guest
Ales

Snack Menu
Always available

Hinckley was supposed to have its first true micropub, the Elbow Room Ale & Cider
House, opening in early November, but as we go to press, ‘opening soon’ is still the promise.
The premises are on Station Road, in the new development near the old bus station.
‘Opening soon’ is also the mantra with Nuneaton’s first micropub, the Lord Hop. The refurb
is proceeding apace as we go to press, but as seems to be the case with almost all micropubs,
there always turns out to be more work than the tenants expect! Latest estimates have the
opening in the first or second week of December; you should be able to trace their progress
on Facebook. The place is at the corner of Queens Road and Dugdale Street.

•

Opening times
4.00 - 11.00 Mon - Fri
12.00 - 12.00 Sat
12.00 - 10.30 Sun

Large Beer Garden
Free Wi-Fi
Live Sports
Birmingham Road, Lichfield, Staffs, WS14 9BJ
Tel: 01543 256584

Hold Your Event/Party Here
Inside or Outdoors

Thanks to contributors Adam R, Eric R, Ray O, Dave B, Dave P
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Gill & Tony and all at

Coach Carousing

The Drill Inn

O

ur coach-based social trips run by the branch are proving as popular as ever, and October’s was certainly a corker, taking in some Derbyshire pubs in an arc to the north and
north-east of Derby.
First stop for a walkabout was the nice little market town of
Ilkeston. The star performer in the town centre is the Burnt Pig,
pictured right. It’s a friendly street-corner micropub, with a small
bar in the main room, and a couple of smaller rooms further back.
Five hand pulls dispensed a varied and well-chosen selection of
ales, with Shiny and Vale of Glamorgan brews going down well.
The whimsical name was inspired by a news article about pigs being treated for sunburn, though the giant trough of pork scratchings
(buy by the half or pint) reveals a different appreciation for pigs.
A walk towards the (soon to be re-opened) rail station is well worth it to visit the Dewdrop.
This Victorian boozer has a nicely old-fashioned interior, with three rooms and a lobby/takeout window. A warming fire made the lounge a perfect place to try the excellent ale range,
with Oakham, Brewsters, Dancing Duck and a cider included among the eight pulls.
A short drive then to Langley, where the Butchers Arms had kindly opened up early for us.
This is another old-fashioned place, with a pleasantly dated feel inside, and warmed by a log
burner. It’s also the place to try Leadmill, Bottle Brook and Coppice Side beers, as there are
no fewer than eight of their beers in this collaborative venture.
A steep walk from here brings you to the Marlpool Ale House, left,
one of the smaller micropubs (a nanopub?) with a tiny bar room at
the front, and a little room to the rear with a log burning stove. The
on-site Marlpool beers are a bit middle-of-the-road, but more notable
guests do feature. The interior has a splendidly old feel – it would be
easy to believe that the place has been open for centuries. Though our
arrival was staggered, we couldn’t have all fitted in at once; it was
just as well that the Queen’s Head was just a few paces down the
road, offering a good overspill place with six ales.
A short drive to the outskirts of Ripley bought us to the Beehive, or
more correctly, its Honeypot Bar. This is essentially a micropub in
the back yard, particularly as it opens at times when the pub does not.
From the outside it also looks like a large shed, but it’s our kind of shed – cosy on the inside,
with five interesting beers on the bar! And even better, Landlocked beers from the on-site
brewery feature; the Honeypot Pale was spot on. Unbidden, the pub put on a very good
spread of nibbles for us, so our thanks to them.
Our final stop – the Black Bull’s Head at Openwoodgate – is a sprawling, comfortable pub
with an excellent, varying choice of beers. But like the Beehive, the real draw here is the
Bedlam Bar, another pub-within-a-pub. Its single, small room is an old slaughterhouse, with
suitably spooky low lighting, tree stumps for seats, and the bizarre centrepiece of an ancient
French motorcycle. It would be hard to capture the place with a photograph – you need to
visit yourself! The four gravity ales supplement the eight hand pulled beers in the main body
of the pub. Well worth a visit, and an excellent conclusion to our trip.
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wish all customers, old & new
a very merry Christmas!

Springlestyche Lane
Burntwood, WS7 9HD

01543 675799
www.drillinn.co.uk

January food offers...
Courses:
Two
people One
£12
from a
Two
£16
select
Three £20
menu:
WE ARE
IN THE
2016
GOOD
BEER
GUIDE
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Call Me Dave

Call Me Dave cont.

Stephen Shields observes the PM entering the Boar’s Head …
ecently visiting the picturesque south Warwickshire village of Hampton Lucy, I popped
into the Boar’s Head, for some Church End Gravediggers Ale. Who should be in there
but the Prime Minister and his wife? This was too good an opportunity to miss. So later I
plucked up the courage to discuss some of the issues surrounding the licensed trade with our
PM. I jotted down my recollections of our conversation to share with your readers, although I
cannot vouch for their accuracy, as the beer may have clouded my memory just a little.
Stephen: Hello Mr Prime Minister, may I introduce myself, Stephen?
Prime Minister: Let me be clear, call me Dave.
S: Okay Dave, and this is Mrs Cameron is it?
PM: Let me be clear Stephen, call her Sam, all her friends do. Although my own pet name
for her is Peppa isn’t it dear? It’s just an in-joke that me and some of the old Bullingdon boys
use, eh dear. Anyone for pork scratchings? Oink, oink!
S: Dave, pubs are still closing at an alarming rate. Any plans?
PM: Apprentices, 3 million of them, pensioners, lots of them, and 30 hours of free childcare.
S: Eh?
PM: Let me be clear. Currently pub staff are paid the minimum wage, give or take tips, the
cost of any uniforms and any other deductions that may be dreamt up. By rebranding staff as
apprentices, staff costs can be slashed to £3.30 an hour. Hey presto, profitability is increased,
pubs saved, job done.
S: Crafty; and the pensioners?
PM: Let me be clear. Pub vouchers for pensioners. We must protect pensioners against the
ravages of austerity. Pensioners have had a raw deal for too long, so we are planning to supplement the old age pension with vouchers worth £20 a week to be spent in pubs. Not only
helping the pub economy but giving pensioners a justified reward for turning out at elections
to carry out their civic duty. Paid for of course by cutting working tax credits paid to the
feckless poor, many of whom don’t perform their civic duties.
S: Cunning! And you mentioned free childcare?
PM: Let me be clear, as Peppa and I know, pubs are a great place for dumping the underfives. By encouraging other parents to use pubs in this way we can expand free childcare.
The only proviso being that parents must spend at least £5 themselves. That may be drinks,
food or on the good old gaming machines. And in some parts of the Northern Powerhouse
they may get all three for a fiver. If every couple with under-fives spent a fiver a day in their
local, allied to our other measures, the pub trade would boom, the service sector would boom,
the economy would boom and we would not even need a Northern Powerhouse.
S: Sounds good to me Dave, and, the Northern Powerhouse, what exactly is that?
PM: Let me be clear, don’t ask me! It’s something Gideon, I mean George, dreamt up for the
election. Is it something to do with allowing the Chinese to build a dodgy nuclear power station where all those northern proles live, y’know, Birmingham?
S: As we are in a pub Dave we had better steer clear of politics. Do you come in the Boars

Head often?
PM: Let me be clear, yes, I love it in the Boar’s Head. And, as Peppa and I say you can’t beat
a bit of Head! Eh dear! Oink! Oink!
S: Before I go Dave, tell me, what’s your favourite tipple?
PM: Let me be clear, I don’t really have a favourite, and when undecided, as my old mate
Jezza would say …
S: Corbyn!!!!?????
PM: No, not that Trotskyist, even though he’ll be our deliverance. I mean my old mucker from the Chipping Norton set,
Jeremy Clarkson. Anyway, as Clarkers would say when he
is undecided “Eeny meeny minee mo …”
S: Okay Dave, nice meeting you and
Sam, and as you say, oink! oink!
PM: Let me be clear, it’s been nice
to meet you too, we both really do
like meeting ordinary people, even people of a far lower social class who clearly
didn’t make the slightest effort to be born into
wealth.

R
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Mon: 2-11
Tue: 4-11
Wed: 2-11
Thu: 2-11
Fri:
2-11
Sat: 12-11
Sun: 12-11

Local branch

Staffordshire
Pub of the Year
2007, 2009,
2011 & 2014

Up to five diverse real ales
and three real ciders
Plus a good range of foreign bottled beers
13-15 Lower Gungate, Tamworth, B79 7BA, 01827 300910
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Bottled Beer Review

W

ith Christmas on the way, we’re due a downer from the Government, and sure enough
there’s news that the Department of Health is considering revising downwards its current recommended limits of 2-3/3-4 units a day for women/men. Hooray, we’ll all live
longer, or maybe the grinding misery of a near alcohol-free life will just make it feel longer.
So, with the DofH wanting you to feel shame and self-reproach for each unit that guiltily
slides down your gullet, help is at hand with a beer from our latest bottled tasting. The latest
foray into the Red & White offy at Two Gates involved the purchase of far too many units –
according to the DofH at least – but Siren Craft’s Half Mast stood out. At 2.8% it works out
at just 0.9 units a bottle. But is it any good?
We get off to a good start, as despite being bottle conditioned, it pours cleanly, with the yeast
staying in a tight sediment at the bottom. A pleasing gold in colour, the carbonation is just
right – we get a thick, rocky head in the glass without it being over-lively. The aroma is NewWorld-beautiful: pineapples and mango, flavours which come through in the taste too.
There’s a pleasantly sharp, slightly peppery hoppiness on the finish, and a satisfying lingering dryness afterwards. If you concentrate, it’s possible to pick up on the low ABV, but
there’s so much going on that it’s really not an issue. This drinks well right to the last mouthful, and in our satisfaction we put it among the most technically perfect beers we’ve drank in
a long time. The label doesn’t reveal what hops are used, which is a minor shame, but it’s
understandable that they’d want to keep stumm.
The good intentions were never going to last, so we move on to the polar opposite, Siren’s
Broken Dream, a 6.5% stout. Jet-black with a thick,
light-brown head, it positively reeks of coffee and
chocolate. The palate is oily and rich, with a powerful
wallop of dark chocolate. It would probably benefit
from just a little less sweetness on the palate, but it
does dry out nicely in the finish, so it’s not cloying.

Your friendly canalside pub, open all day
every day for food and drinks.
Full Menu 12-mid evening

Cosy traditional interior
Extensive gardens
Garden & canalside seating
Enclosed childrens play area
Extensive menu & specials
Excellent accommodation
Four cask ales always available. Good Beer Guide 2012
Dog Lane, Bodymoor Heath, Sutton Coldfield B76 9JD

01827 872374

We won’t get into what ‘craft beer’ means, as it’s a
slippery term, particularly when the bigger brewers
try to muscle in. But here are two good examples of
the sort of artisanal, interesting beers that tick the
right ‘craft’ boxes for us.

 All types of work undertaken
 Repair and cover existing
seating or free-standing
furniture
19 Tile Cross Trading Estate
Tile Cross Road, Birmingham, B33 0NW

0121 770 6528

or design

 Domestic work welcomed

www.ajcookandson.com
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Amblecote Amble

Amblecote Amble cont.

he Black Country is a well-loved tippling area for many beer enthusiasts, and most can
readily quote a longish list of favourite pubs in the region. But it’s a big area, and it’s
always worth a look in the latest Good Beer Guide to see which are the new kids on the
block. The new edition has thrown up an apparent hotspot, in the shape of Amblecote, near
Stourbridge. In an area only a small fraction of a square kilometre, Amblecote has no less
than five pubs in GBG 2016. Five! Needs checking out …
As one of them doesn’t open until 7pm, it’s an opportunity to dally and revisit a couple of
perennial favourites on the way. First up is the Old Swan at Netherton, that classic homebrew pub still going strong. Their Original at 3.5% is an ideal starter, a golden, full-bodied
mild at only £2.20 a pint. Equally unmissable is the Vine at Brierley Hill, home to both
Bathams brewery and maybe the best-value rolls on the planet. My cheese & onion cob is so
hearty that I need pints of both Mild and Bitter to wash it down – the usual flimsy but wellworn excuse.
It’s down to business then, and on to Amblecote. A nice
little clockwise tour involves starting at the Robin Hood,
right. It’s a friendly little end-of-terrace boozer with a
raised beer yard at the front, decked with flowers even in
early November. There’s a good spread of ales on the bar,
with plenty of local offerings: Holdens, Bathams, Enville,
Sarah Hughes and Olde Swan. I go mildly unconventional
with Enville Ginger and Titanic Plum Porter.
Next stop is the Maverick Drinking House, an imposing street-corner pub with prominent
gables. It looks normal on the outside, but inside it’s decked out in an incongruous Wild West
Cowboy style, the sort of thing that probably seemed a good idea at the time. Rest assured
though that it’ll be cobs rather than beef jerky, horse racing from Wolverhampton instead of
Texan rodeo, and most definitely ay-it rather than pard’ner. Beers from Jennings, Woods and
Wychwood don’t appeal, but I lasso a Roosters YPA before saddling up again.
The phantom ten-gallon hat goes in the wheely bin just up
the road at the Red Lion, left. This place has also had a
makeover, but in a fairly modern style – a clean red &
white exterior, and shades of brown inside with muted
lighting. But it’s still pleasantly pubby and comfortable.
And, other than a very ignorable Mr Grundy beer, the
choices on the bar are encouraging: local Green Duck,
Holdens and Olde Swan ales, plus two from Salopian.
The Green Duck Harvest Blonde and Salopian Lemon
Dream are served up in good condition.
It’s then just a five hundred yard stroll to the final two of the GBG quintet. In the Swan, I
make the mistake of going into the basic bar, where Coronation Street is jabbering away to
an audience of zero. So I join everybody else in the much more cosy lounge; it ain’t a great
deal quieter, but at least it’s music instead of the idiot-box. Only three beers on offer here, but
it’s certainly the most eclectic choices of the day: Teme Valley Hop 1ouvelle, Elland Sanctuary and St Georges Friar Tuck. This entrepreneurial spirit needs encouraging, so halves of all

three are in order.
Final stop just a short hop down the road is the streetcorner Starving Rascal, right, so named (if the exterior
board is to be believed) because a licensee in ages past
turned away a starving beggar who was found dead next
morning. Black Country hospitality – can it get any better? Certainly there’s a more welcoming reception in the
pub, though it probably helps when you have money in
your pocket. Salopian Oracle and local Enville Ale were
my choices in here, two nicely contrasting beers. There
is also a very well-presented selection of Scotch whiskies; given the advanced stage of the
evening a nightcap might have been tempting, but the slightly nauseous green colour scheme
inside the pub was an effective deterrent. The bus to Stourbridge and thence home seemed a
better option!

T
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Next Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello! 8pm start.

Mon 7th Dec, Angel Ale House, Atherstone, CV9 1RN
Mon 4th Jan, Duke of Wellington, Lichfield, WS14 9BJ
AGM: Mon 1st Feb, Station, Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AT
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Tartan, Tower Blocks & Taggart

Y

es reader, as the title of this article suggests, the destination of my multi-day trip was
Glasgow, or Glazgee in the native tongue. Rail fares from Tamworth were £16.50 for
the outward journey and £15 for the return; booking six weeks in advance saved £87.50! Setting off at 06:35 with a change at Crewe meant I was in Glasgow by 11:16.
Buying a Roundabout ticket on arrival, I boarded the 11:35 train to Neilston, passing Gorbals
and its last remaining dreary tower block. From here it was a bus ride to the Uplawmoor
Hotel at Uplawmoor. Kelburn Dark Moor and Jaguar were on offer; the former went straight
back to the bar as it was not at its best. The staff obligingly changed the cask and what a difference, I stayed for two pints before retracing my way back to Glasgow.
Just outside Glasgow Queen Street station is the Vale, right,
a pub which became my nightcap regular. In here, Fyne
Ales Maverick was on form. Kelburn Jaguar was also
available. After checking in to my hotel it was the train to
Cumbernauld and a visit to the Carrick Stone. This is a JD
Wetherspoon pub in a shopping centre. Strathaven Clydesdale, a light pale ale at 3.8%, was very agreeable.
It was then a ten-minute bus ride eastwards to the Castlecary House Hotel. Two hand pumps displayed Am Teallach beers, the 4.4% Brewhouse Special and 4.2% Crofters Pale. The latter was light and hoppy with a dry finish.
A bus and two trains took me to Barrhead. A ten-minute walk from the station was the Cross
Stobs, an eighteenth century coaching inn. The 3.8% Kelburn Goldihops was slightly cloudy
but tasted okay. A Kelburn Misty Law clip was on the other pump but this had run out.
My ticket of choice for the following day was a Daytripper. The first journey was a train to Hamilton then a bus to
Strathaven, to visit the Weavers, left, on Green Street.
Conwy Welsh Pride and Strathaven Fiery Cauldron
adorned the bar. Two pints of the latter at 4.4% with its
hints of cinnamon and orange did the trick. The pub has
four beers on at weekends.
I now had to backtrack to Glasgow for a train to Johnstone. The solitary choice in Rennies bar was Kelburn
Misty Law. The other choice in town was Callum’s; my
last visit here was in 2009 when it was called Coanes. Kelburn Pivo Estivo at 3.9% was well
appreciated. Other choices were from Deuchars, Jaw, Skye and Strathaven.
After a trio of trains to Arrochar via Glasgow and Helensburgh, it was then a twenty-minute
walk in the pitch dark to the Village Inn. The pub sits next to Loch Long and is close to Loch
Lomond. Deuchars IPA and Flying Scotsman were available, but my choices were Loch Lomond Bonnie’n’Blonde and Orkney 1orthern Light. Both of these 4.0% ales were on really
good form and it was well worth the journey.
Back down to earth then at Helensburgh, where the first pub was the Commodore. Southern
intruders Doom Bar and London Pride were forsaken for an acceptable pint of Deuchars IPA.
The JDW Henry Bell was unexciting beer-wise except for an Oatmeal Stout. Just up the road
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Tartan, Tower Blocks & Taggart cont.
the Ashton fared better with Belhaven Bitter and Loch Lomond Southern Summit at 4.0%;
two pints of the latter went down well. You could be mistaken into thinking you were in a
micropub in the Ashton, but the landlord insisted it was not.
Heavy rain greeted me on the third day as I left the digs. A pleasant surprise though was the
smell of the mash coming from either Drygate or Tennents brewery, as both were nearby. A
4A bus took me south to Eaglesham and the Swan Inn. The only beer available was Landlord, acceptable in taste but a tad on the cold side. It was then back to Glasgow for the X7
bus to the River Inn at Crosslee. The selections here were Harviestoun Bitter & Twisted or
my choice of Houston Barochan, a 4.3% chestnut ale. Continuing on the X7, I came to the
Pullman Tavern at Kilmacolm. It’s a food-led pub where Doom Bar was the only option.
Heading back to Glasgow on the X7, I alighted at the JDW Lord of the Isles. Everards Low
Blow IPA was surprisingly good, at the bargain price of £1.19 with a CAMRA 50p voucher.
It was then a walk to the modern Marston’s Steam Wheeler in the same riverside complex.
The only choice was a totally acceptable pint of Hobgoblin.
Back in Glasgow, it was a train out to
Crossmyloof and a walk to Sweeney’s on
the Park, right. Rather than Fyne Lemeringue, I went for the 3.8% Pipers Gold
with Goldings and Pioneer hops. This
was one of the first beers to be brewed by
Fyne ales back in 2001.
As my train the next day was not until 11,
I killed time with a walk out to Sighthill cemetery, a location regularly used in early episodes
of Taggart. Then with beer beckoning the Daytripper ticket was my weapon of choice, and
first up the JDW Prestwick Pioneer and Deuchars IPA.
Then a trio in Troon. The Harbour Bar offered a drinkable Loch Lomond Blonde, but the
Inveralmond Ossian in McKay’s was on better form. Next door at Bruce’s Well it was Inveralmond again in the shape of Lia Fail.
The train to Irvine led to the Ship Inn and two excellent pints of Ayr Leezie Lundie which
made me forget the inclement weather. With a train change at Kilwinning I next journeyed to the Village Inn at Fairlie. Clydesdale
IPA at 3.8% greeted me here and was well-received after the walk
from the station.
Heading back in the direction of Glasgow I alighted the train at
Lochwinnoch and walked to the Brown Bull, left. The choice here
was a top quality pint of Harviestoun Bitter & Twisted. Other offerings were from Deuchars, Atlas and Skye.
David Parkes
Useful tickets used on these travels include the First Glasgow 1etwork day ticket (£5.75, see www.firstgroup.com) and the SPT
Roundabout (£6.50) and Daytripper (£11.50) day tickets, see
www.spt.co.uk.
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Newsletter Information
Newsletter distribution:
Our newsletter is produced every two
months. Current distribution is 4,500 copies.

Editor contact:
Adam Randall
Tel:
01827 711528
07969 577 673
E-mail
LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
Web :
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

Next issue:
Issue 64 will be published on 1st February
2016. The copy deadline for inclusion is 16th
January 2016.

Advertising rates:
£40 per issue for a half page (approx. 13.3
x 9.5 cm) advert, £70 per full page. If you
would like to advertise, you can provide
your own copy, or we can provide a free
design service! Contact the editor.

Want to contribute?
Contributions are welcomed, pub news particularly. Please submit text and pictures to
the editor. We thank all contributors and
sponsors for their support.

Disclaimer: This newsletter, Lichfield, Sutton & Tamworth CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept
no responsibility for errors or omissions that may occur within this publication. The views expressed are those of the individual authors and not necessarily those of the editor, Lichfield,
Sutton & Tamworth Branch or CAMRA Ltd.

MARKET TAVER/

Missing out?

21 Market Street, Atherstone, CV9 1ET

Missing out on Last Orders? We
distribute the magazine widely
throughout the branch area, but if you
would like to sign up for email delivery
(PDF format, approx 2MB per issue)
then please email the editor:

6 hand pulls, featuring
Warwickshire Brewing Co beers,
plus rotating guest ales.

LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
Note that the current issue is also
available on the branch website:
www.LSTCamra.org.uk
We can arrange for paper copies to be
mailed if you provide the stamps. And
if you know of a branch pub which
would like to stock the newsletter, then
please let us know!
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Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 30.
26-28th /ov, Dudley Winter Ales Fayre
Dudley Town Hall, St James Rd, Dudley, DY1 1HP
70+ ales plus ciders/perries and foreign bottled beers. Thu 5.30-11, Fri/Sat 12-11.
3-5th Dec, Christmas Ale Festival.
Ashby Road Sports Club, Hangmans Lane, Hinckley, LE10 3DA (non-members welcome)
10 Christmas ales plus ciders & mulled wine. Thu & Fri 5-11, Sat 1-close. Free entry.
4-6th Dec, Pre-Christmas Beer Festival
Derby Inn, 17 Derby Road, Burton upon Trent, DE14 1RU
17 ales plus Wentwell festival special. Fri-Sun 11-11. Hot food. Live music each night.
22-23rd Jan, Lichfield Winter Beer Festival
Lichfield Guildhall, Bore Street, WS13 6LU.
30+ ales plus ciders. Noon-11pm both days.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge.
Details to LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
The following branch pubs/off-licences offer real ale discounts to CAMRA members:
Angel, Lichfield, WS13 6LH
Angel Ale House, Atherstone, CV9 1RN
Bole Bridge, Tamworth, B79 7PA
Bowling Green, Lichfield, WS13 6QJ
Cellar Door, Four Oaks, B74 4LT
Crown, Four Oaks, B74 4RA
Four Oaks, Four Oaks, B74 4TR
Hardwick Arms, Streetly, B74 3DX
Holly Bush, Little Hay, WS14 0QA
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1LY
Market Tavern, Atherstone, CV9 1ET
Market Vaults, Tamworth, B79 7LU
Oliver's, Tamworth, B79 7AT
Penny Black, Tamworth, B79 7AE
Phoenix, Tamworth, B79 7LJ
Queslett, Streetly, B74 2EY
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth, B79 7BA
Whippet Inn, Lichfield, WS13 6JP

10p/half, 20p/pint
10p/half, 20p/pint
10p/pint
20p/pint
5% on £10-plus spend (off-licence)
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
10p/pint
10% off
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
30p/pint, 15p/half
10p/pint

red = certain times only; check with venue or see our website for more detail
Offering a discount in your pub?
Let us know at LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk and we’ll mention it here
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st February 2016.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

